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01 Eric Carlier, Business Unit Retail
Manager, Valrhona; Sarah
Branquinho, External Affairs
Director, DUFRY; and Erik JuulMortensen, President, TFWA.

Welcome

Timely addition
C

Cocktail

Marketing Director. “They are often impulse buys.”

and plays on the country’s motorsport heritage.
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05 Ada Ge, Operation Project
Manager, FIYTA, and Liu Zhong
Yuan, Sales Manager, FIYTA.

06 Mario Marraccini, Travel Retail
and Licensing Director, Ermenegildo
Zegna Holditalia S.p.A; Jacqlyne Li,
Travel Retail Manager Asia Pacific,
Ermenegildo Zegna (Hong Kong)
Limited; Tina Priscilla Tam, Director
& Partner, Paccaya Resources Ltd;
Andrew Ford, President, Paccaya
Resources Ltd; Tatsuo Tsuchihashi,
Vice Chairperson, Blanc de Blancs
Co Ltd; and Yoko Tsuchihashi,
President, Blanc de Blancs Co. Ltd.
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Collection here last year and
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09 Tessa Cheung, Regional Visual
we’re
delighted
it Kai
has won
Merchandiser,
Thomas
Sabo; Lee
Ling, Sales &this
Marketing
Executive,
award,”
said Aisling
Thomas Sabo; Juliane Blackburn,
Walsh,
Marketing
Inflight Director,
Thomas
Sabo; Director,
and Sonja Petri,
Travel
Retail
Butlers.
“It’s
a good-looking
Coordinator, Thomas Sabo.

trophy.”

well
as basking in glory,
10 Frank Eribo,As
Sales
Director,
Butterfly Twists;
Peggy
McGratty, a range
Butlers
is showcasing
Director, McG Consultants; Penny
of newHeidi
products,
Klein, Co-founder,
Klein; including
Richard McGratty,
Managing
the new
Asian-inspired
Director, McG Consultants; and
Chocolate
Collection, which
Eric Koby, CEO
Heidi Klein.
includes flavours such as
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11 Ed Cottrell, Managing Director,
spiced
chai,
Global Travelgreen
Retail,tea,
William
Grant
& and
Sons, and Peter
Lightfoot,
mango
and Managing
lemongrass.
Director, Lightfoot Marketing.

New look

Spirit of Venice
he Venetians have a
history of trading
artisan goods and Mavive is
building on that heritage by
previewing a new fragrance
from The Merchant of Venice.
The perfume uses essential
oils extracted from blue tea
as the base note and was
developed with the Asian
market in mind.
“This is a new product
that we’re previewing to our
customers in Singapore,” said
Emanuele Riva, International
Sales Manager, The Merchant
of Venice. “It’s going to be
the first fragrance in a
range of products that we’re
developing for the Asian
market.”
Mavive is also showcasing
two other Asian-inspired
fragrances: Replay
Signature’s Red Dragon,
which is for men, and Secret, for women.
“Asia represents 20% of our business,” said Valentina Rossetti, Export
Manager. “We would like to build on that.”

arton & Guestier is using TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference to unveil its distinctive new brand signature,
which will create synergy across its wines. “We have tried to bring
more continuity and authenticity to the branding to make it easier
for consumers to recognise,” explained Marina Julien, Marketing
Manager, Barton & Guestier.
The brand is also using the show to launch four new wines, which
will be exclusive to travel retail. Two of the wines, the Bordeaux
Red and the Bordeaux White, will have accessible price points,
while the Saint-Emilion and Chateauneuf du Pape will have
premium price tags. “They are the four bestselling wines in travel
retail,” said Julien. “It’s good to have two affordable price points
and two premium price points.”
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T

the Butlers stand, where the

victorious
product
was
08 Hassan Peter
Choudhury,
Group
Head Ancillary,
AirAsialast
Berhad,
launched
year.
and Rossella Golluscio, Export
“We
launched
Consultant, diego
dalla
palma. the Platinum
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07 Erica Genova, Travel
Retail
Butlers,
which won Best
Manager Asia Pacific, Furla; Gerry
Confectionery
Munday, Global
Travel RetailProduct at the
Director, Furla;
Maria
GiuliaAwards
Agnoli, on
Travel
Retail
Head of Travel Retail, Furla; and
Monday
night.
The coveted
Bernice Choy,
Travel Retail
Visual
Merchandiser
& Product
Trainer
trophy
is being
displayed on
Asia Pacific, Furla.
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04 Geraldine Archambault,
Capella
Essential Parfums;
Alainhas also brought a new Scandi brand to the show, Tick & Ogle,
Maingreaud,which
Associate
Director,
produces
simple watches at affordable prices. “It has had a great
TFWA; and Priscilla Beaulieu, VP
response
so far,”
said Hoffman.
Global Marketing
& Sales
Director,
Millennium Fragrances.

Winning formula

Showcase your brands and deliver a more comprehensive message
to customers in the dynamic Daily.

hyte & Mackay hosted a drinks reception yesterday to toast what it says
is the fastest-growing single malt in the world. “We have seen 219%
growth with Dalmore,” said Richard Trimby, Travel Retail Director, Whyte
& Mackay. “It’s going really well.”
So much so, there could be supply issues, which is why the group has
now shifted its focus to Jura whiskies. “We are repositioning the brand,
which we think has huge potential in Asia,” said Pierre Dubus, Marketing
Manager – Travel Retail, Whyte & Mackay.
Part of that repositioning has seen Whyte & Mackay launch four new
Jura exclusives: The Sound, The Bay, The Loch and The Paps.
Whyte & Mackay is also promoting its new Shackleton Whisky, which
is a faithful recreation of a whisky left behind by the explorer’s crew in
Antarctica. “The liquid is fantastic and the story is fantastic too,”
said Trimby.

03 Colm McLoughlin,
Executive
The Mia,
Numero and Volta models are classic-looking timepieces with
08
Vice Chairman & CEO, Dubai Duty
quick
release
mechanisms, which allow owners to change the straps. Then
Free, and Paul
Topping,
Director,
Flemingo International
there’s theLimited.
Imola range, which is named after the famous Italian race circuit

Last night’s Welcome Cocktail took place at the
spectacular Gardens by the Bay. A highlight was
exclusive access to the Flower Dome, the
world’s largest glass greenhouse.

11

In addition to the
Chocolate Collection, Butlers is also launching its new Drumshanbo
Gunpowder Irish Gin chocolates at the show. “There’s a gin explosion going on
right now, so this product is really Cocktails
on-trend,”
said Walsh.
provided
courtesy of the city of Singapore.
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02 Keith Hunter, Partner, Hunter
Palmer Global Retail Solutions; Rajiv
apella’s timepieces have been performing well in multi-category stores
Malhotra, Senior Business
andAsia
it hopes
Development Manager
Pacificto build on that success with a new range of Lambretta
World Travel
Retail, Mondelez
watches.
In total, four new lines are being launched at the show and all will be
International; Nick Goddard-Palmer,
priced
withGlobal
affordability in mind.
Partner, Hunter
Palmer
Retail Solutions;
and
“All
ofPatti
our Chau,
products have affordable price tags,” said Christian Hoffmann,
Regional Director, ACI Asia-Pacific.
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Say it with Lindt
eing known as a gifting specialist, Lindt is once again introducing new
gifting items specifically for the Asian customer. Miriam Richter,
Marketing Manager Duty Free, Lindt & Sprüngli, commented: “Gifting in Asia is
very cherished and very important. This is true for a lot of Asian nationalities;
therefore, we came up with new Lindor items to cater for this trend.”
Lindor is one of Lindt’s most important brands and it usually comes in
a tube-shaped box for sharing. To satisfy the need for gifting in the Asian
market, the brand is now introducing a heart-shaped box of chocolates with
the slogan ‘Say it with Lindor’. The box is a symbol of love and appreciation,
and will be a permanent item on the market. In the second half of the year,
Lindt will also launch a Lindt Matcha flavour.
“Overall, while the Asian customer has such an impact on travel retail, for
the confectionery sector Europe is the most important market. We want to
change this, so that is why we are here to grow in Asia,” Richter concluded.
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Seductive souvenirs
alrhona has expanded its Exclusive Souvenir Collection to meet the
ever-increasing demand for destination-specific gifts.
The French chocolatier launched the new line last year with sleeve designs
inspired by picture postcards of Paris. Now the brand has added Singapore,
Tokyo and Hong Kong to the collection, hinting at its aspirations to grow in
the Asian market.
“The Asian market is becoming bigger and bigger for us, especially in travel
retail,” said Aurélie Roure, Brand Manager, Valrhona.
With that in mind, Valrhona is also teasing its forthcoming Chinese New
Year collection for 2019, which is the Year of the Pig.
Valrhona seems to have succeeded with the new line, which isn’t the only
festive range to be unveiled at the show. The chocolatier has also launched its
Christmas range.

V

Why advertise anywhere else?
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Ice wine whisky
illiam Grant & Sons has launched the third instalment of its
Glenfiddich Experimental Series. Matthew Fergusson-Stewart,
Regional Brand Ambassador – Glenfiddich, explained that the first two
whiskies within the initiative included “the already-launched
Glenfiddich IPA – a whisky partially-matured in casks that had
contained IPA beer” as well as the “Glenfiddich Project XX – named so
after the 20 ambassadors who chose casks that would go into
the marrying”.
“The newest in the line-up, which has just launched into travel
retail, is called Winter Storm and is a whisky that has been matured in
Canadian ice wine casks,” explained Fergusson-Stewart. “It has a lovely
sweetness, but this is balanced by some acidity, so that it’s not cloying.”
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Placing an advertisement in the official
TFWA Daily in 2018 will help you:

Focus on your key marketing goals before each TFWA exhibition
• In the Show Preview issue – sent directly to named buyers prior to the event

• Win new customers
• Set yourself apart from your competitors

• With new product and launch announcements in the New Products
Supplement
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• Launch new products

06

11

18

20

• Attract more buyers to your exhibition stand

• Raise your company’s profile ahead of the Singapore and Cannes 2018
exhibitions

• Reinforce your public awareness
and brand image

• Present your brands to a wide audience at TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference and TFWA World Exhibition & Conference

#TRevolution
Conference &
workshops
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Confectionery
Special report
inside
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Show opens

Artistic porcelain

The Power of 5

The exhibition was officially opened yesterday morning with the
customary and colourful lion dance. The dance is performed to ward
off evil spirits and bring good luck to the show.

ladró is returning to TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference with a
plan for travel retail, alongside new assortments. “We have an ambitious
long-term plan of new products, many of which will fit into duty free & travel
retail,” said José Sáez, Business Unit Director Travel Retail & Special Projects,
Lladró. The Spanish brand, specialising in handcrafted, artistic porcelain, is
showcasing its new Light&Scent line, which focuses on innovation and design.
The line includes lamps, votive lights and home fragrances, with the brand’s
first proposal of liquid porcelain diffusers.

a Martiniquaise is presenting a new communication campaign for LABEL 5 – its
number one brand, which is experiencing strong growth in Asia. Indeed, Nadège
Perrot, International Senior Brand Manager, La Martiniquaise, explained that LABEL
5 is a top 10 Scotch whisky brand worldwide.
The Power of 5 communication campaign expresses in a human and spontaneous
way the values of LABEL 5. “This communication glorifies youth, festive and happy
moments, energy, but also diversity among people,” said Perrot.
The communication is also striking in terms of in-store visibility, key brand events
and partnerships, and impactful advertising.
The LABEL 5 range includes Classic Black, Gold Heritage, 12 Years Old, and 18 Years
Old. Also present on the stand is Bardinet, which has a key focus on its Glen Moray Single
Malt Scotch Whisky. A new worldwide communication campaign has been rolled out for the
brand. “We’re building the brand in a truly international campaign. Glen Moray is a really
welcoming brand,” said Raphaele Delerue, International Senior Brand Manager, Bardinet.
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Supplying diversity

Summer spirit

iverse Flavours is at TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference presenting
the diversity of its portfolio of South African wines.
Among the ranges being showcased is Groot Constantia. Located on the sideof
Table Mountain, it is the oldest winery in South Africa, dating back to 1685.
There is also a range of wines from Avondale – one of the top organic and
biodynamic wineries in South Africa – and the ever-popular Ernie Els range
of wines, which Anthony Budd, Managing Director, Diverse Flavours,
explained can be found across Asia duty free.
Diverse Flavours’ premium wines have been poured in First Class on All
Nippon Airways (ANA), and on Cathay Pacific in Business Class, among others.
Over 50 South African wines are available to taste at the Diverse Flavours
stand, along with its Sake range Sakuramasamune. Sakuramasamune
Traditional Junmai is exclusive to travel retail.
“The focus this year is to inform and educate people about South African
wines, and different wines available from the top regions,” Budd added.

D

acardi Global Travel Retail is launching the new 2018 limited-edition
Riviera bottle from GREY GOOSE vodka, which celebrates the summer
spirit of the French Riviera and will play centre-stage in a dynamic shopper
engagement campaign at key airports this summer.
“We’re extremely excited with the 2018 airport campaign for GREY GOOSE
vodka, our best yet in bringing to life the French Riviera in a way that creates
maximum fun and positive disruption, designed to drive demand for GREY
GOOSE in-store,” said Mike Birch, Managing Director & Vice President - Global
Travel Retail and Commercial Development. “The new limited-edition bottle
epitomises French heritage and summertime vibes.”
Meanwhile, new barrel-aged premium rum BACARDÍ Añejo Cuatro is
launching across global travel retail. It is a luxury golden rum, barrel-aged
for a minimum of four years. It has a beautiful golden apricot hue and boasts
notes of mild vanilla, toasted oak, clove and honey. It is available
in global travel retail in one-litre bottles.

B

Special edition
ilver Base International Development Co. Ltd is showcasing its famous
Wuliangye Chinese liquor at TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference.
Vivian An, Assistant Marketing Manager, Silver Base International
Development Co. Ltd, explained that the 52% volume is the most popular
version in China. Also on show is a 45% version.
“We have a special edition at 68%, with red and gold packaging,” said An.
“This year, we have new 100ml and 250ml sizes of Wuliangye. We come to the
show every year to meet with existing and potential customers. It is the ideal
place to build good relationships.”
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Speaking up

Basement 2/2-D34

ommenting on the regulations being imposed on the tobacco industry,
Dimitry Krivtsov, Manager, External Communications,
JTI, said: “Our main message remains the same as last year.”
Although JTI is a leading international tobacco company, making some of
the world’s best-known brands, one of its main messages at this year’s event is
the issue around regulation. “We believe that regulation should
be there, but it needs to be balanced, reasonable and fit for purpose.”
The company is here with its awareness campaign, which highlights the
need for branding in the duty free industry, with Krivstov informing that
there has been very positive feedback on the awareness efforts. “Without
branding there is no differentiation, no innovation and ultimately no
competition. Duty free is a unique proposition, so it is important to hear our
message.” This is not only an issue being seen within the tobacco industry,
with similar regulations being applicable in so many sectors, ranging from
confectionery, to perfume and cosmetics. “If you don’t
want plain packaging, you need to speak up.”

C

Buyers & Agents 86%
Suppliers & Members 9%
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Te r r o i r w i n e s
dVini, a French leader in terroir wines, is exhibiting for the first time at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference. It owns eight estates in France and three in
South Africa.
The company is showcasing new travel retail exclusive packaging for Les Chorégies
– a Châteauneuf-du-Pape. Meanwhile, L’Art des Sens is a new Chardonnay Reserve 2017,
which is being debuted here at the show, and there is a new exclusive bottle for GEM.
“Asia is the future of travel retail,” said Teva Allanic, Category Manager Travel Retail,
AdVini. “There is significant passenger growth in China and across Asia. It’s important for
us to be at TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference now. There is good visibility here, and
Asia is a growing market for AdVini. We are at the show to obtain good knowledge of the
customers and business in the region, and the specificities of the Asian market.”
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Level player
ccolade Wines, a major global wine business, has an array of over 50 brands,
with it displaying most of them here at TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference. “We are showcasing our product portfolio to show who we are,
highlighting that we play at every level,” commented Rupert Firbank, Commercial
Director Global Travel Retail, Accolade Wines, about how the company can cater
for various price points. The Asia market is a region that is booming for Accolade
Wines, but the company says that there is plenty of room for growth from a travel
retail point of view. While many of its brands, including Hardys, Australia’s
second-largest brand, are popular in the region, one product which is seeing a
boom is its Da Luca Prosecco. “The prosecco boom is continuing in Europe and
Australia, and we’re sure this is something that will transpire to the Asia region,”
Firbank added.
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hotels and Marina Bay Sands
Expo & Convention Centre
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is a-coming
t’s time to enter a brave new world of travel
retail, says CS Lam, Head of Global Travel Retail
Asia Pacific for Belgian chocolatier Godiva (Basement
2 E2). Lam’s new channels team, led by Leen Baeten and
Ramon Iglesias, is launching what it terms a
“revolutionary food and beverage concept designed to
cater to the multiple retail channels which today
augment the traditional travel retail business,
including airport cafés, cruise ship cafés and stores,
inflight service and sales, and also the global
hospitality industry”.
In the last year, it says its Godiva Gold range received
a huge boost from the launch of Gold Discovery. To ramp
up the brand experience it arranged some chocolate
fashion shows, conceptualised by designer Anne-Sophie
Cochevelou, with key airport retailers in Singapore and

06
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18
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Guam, with the aim of “putting the new assortment into
the consumer and the media spotlight”.
Nelly Sanwald of Belgian chocolatiers Leonidas
(Basement 2 D31) comments: “Currently travel retail
accounts for a small fraction of Leonidas’ sales, but
we consider it a critical channel and we are aiming to
double the business in the coming years.” In order to
do that, it is working closely with its existing partners
in order to optimise its listings in each location and
support the products with a “diverse activation
calendar”. In addition, Leonidas is expanding its
presence with new listings within the region and
constant improvement and upgrading of the range.
Hawaiian Host (Basement 2 E28) – manufacturer of
chocolate-covered macadamia nuts from Hawaii – has
continued to have a strong presence at airports in New

20

New product
previews
The latest
innovations

New to PVM’s
portfolio is the
Lollipop Art Mega
Chup, a limitededition consisting
of 15 fruit
flavoured lollipops,
inspired by the
Pop Art movement.

York, Seattle, Los Angeles, Chicago, and Orlando in
North America, while Seoul Incheon and Jeju Island JDC
are its Asian highlights. It is looking to introduce new
products and to expand the number of locations selling
its items for growth in 2018. “In Asia, our streamlined
range of Hawaiian Host products is continuing to focus
on growing in the gifting category, where we continue
to see growing numbers despite a tough market,”
explains Kate Abano-Wee, Global Brand Manager,
Hawaiian Host.
Referring to Perfetti Van Melle’s (Basement 2 E29)
travel retail performance in the Asia Pacific region,
Benedict Ho – Area Manager Travel Retail Asia – says:
“PVM has performed reasonably better than the
category in the region during 2017 and also for the
first two months in 2018. I expect challenges due to the

At TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference, Mars
International Travel Retail is introducing its new
SKITTLES gift tin to the region. Containing 195g of the
best-selling mixed fruit flavours, the tin builds on the
success of the iconic M&M’s candy tin.

Facing the future
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Welcome
Cocktail

At Gardens by the Bay

04

Butlers is launching The Chocolate Collection,
which includes new Asian-inspired flavours Green
Tea, Mango & Lemongrass, and Spiced Chai.
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Hawaiian Host targets its Hello Kitty
boxes of chocolate-covered Macadamia
nuts towards Asian travellers.
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Bottega’s Gin Bacûr is a distillate produced in Italy using botanicals like juniper berries,
sage and lemon zest. This Italian gin stands out thanks to the fragrant and natural
ingredients used in the recipe that are harvested on the Alps and in the Italian countryside.

Tuesday May 08
Liquor and Tobacco

here are seven design trends that underpin the
next phase of the watches and jewellery sector
within international travel retail. Everyday fashion,
applying contemporary chic with impulse shopping
and fitting jewellery and timepieces around lifestyle and
clothing ranges; trinkets that use natural aesthetics to
appeal in a fast-moving often oppressive digital world;
eco-awareness and a consumer desire for items that are
showing they are carving a virtuous path around saving
the planet; tangible meaningfulness and products that
either blend the art of customisation or offer designs
that appeal by being personalised to individuals;
asymmetrical shapes that stand out for their difference
and have a modern and playful characterful style;
watches and jewellery that have links to celebrities or
the rich and famous and thus enjoy interest from fans
looking for aspirational items; and pieces that have a
link to cosmic design, travel, space, astronomy and the
moon. Within each of these trends, one overarching
umbrella trend is apparent, whatever the style or the
materials used: the quality and exclusivity of the
product needs to be appealing to the consumer.
Let’s explore the trends.

T

O

Full Conference &
Workshops report

Joanne Nixon, Director Marketing
and Sales, Jacques Farel: “Buying
a Jacques Farel hayfield watch is
a personal decision that shows
you care about the environment,
one ‘tick’ at a time.”

of the watches
and jewellery world

story

#TRevolution
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Jessica Mason pinpoints
seven trends present across
the watches and jewellery
sector, and highlights how
each of them is responding to
consumers’ worldly interests.

ne of the most compelling trends to have impacted the
spirits sector has been the craft movement. Descriptive
terminology about the journey the drink has taken before it
has been bottled shows transparency to the consumer in a
way that appeals to new desires for honesty surrounding
ingredients and processes. For a long time, consumers have
been told what is good. But now they play a part – the liquid
they buy on their travels needs to strike a chord with their
values. Is it natural, eco-aware, or does it have any
provenance that evokes a sense of place and high worth?
All of these questions are being asked by consumers. So
much so, that global travel retail has begun to listen
and product positioning has adapted to answer demand for more high-quality spirits that are not just drinks, but catalysts for
discussion and symbols of virtue.
“International travellers are increasingly interested in craft spirits. They love the story behind the brand, the uniqueness
and the authenticity of the product they expect to discover in an airport, onboard an airplane or a ship,” says Alexandre
Bussiere, General Manager EMEA & USA, MG Cellars (Basement 2/2-B14).
We learn that “Beluga products are handcrafted in the heart of Siberia. The traditional artistry of taste, expertise, and
passion is reflected in each Beluga bottle,” says Liudmila Scherbitskaya, Export Marketing Manager, Beluga (Basement 2/2C6), explaining that “advanced equipment combined with carefully stored production traditions make it possible to create a
truly exclusive product, the embodiment of skill and nobility. Natural ingredients, pure artesian water and the period of ‘rest’,
ranging from 30 to 90 days, depending on the formula, can achieve a unique velvety taste.”
Philippe Biais, Export Director, Waldemar Behn (Basement 2/2-B34) points out the finer points of DANZKA vodka, reminding
that “besides design and unique taste, the benefits of the aluminium bottle are that it is light, unbreakable, reusable, recyclable
and very fast cooling – all these core elements are unique and appreciated by our loyal fans around the world,” showing that
presentation and packaging matters to conscientious consumers.
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The item captured the attention of other carriers too,
leading Morgan & Oates to launch a capsule collection
for autumn/winter 2018. The boutique collection, made
in the UK and measuring 70x200cm in size, comes in
block checks and modern bold designs, available in a
variety of classic, soft and bright colours.
“Our made-in-the-UK scarves collection has been
brought right up-to-date with a new twist, with many
designs targeted at the female, as well as the male
buyer,” adds Archer. “Our target this year continues
to be airport and cruise ship retailers, while continuing
to grow our inflight business.”
Turning to sunglasses, Rodenstock (Basement 2/2-J13)
is providing plenty of inspiration. Although a relatively

young player within the global travel retail market, the
company has earned impressive success over the past
18 months with its licensed brand Porsche Design, and
is now working with retailers including Dufry, Nuance
(Sun Catcher), China Duty Free Group, Kappé and more,
with a significant number of airport locations globally.
“We’re seeing fantastic sell through of various styles
through airport retail, especially where we are able
to support with light boxes, our digital movie and
bespoke backdrops,” says Head of Travel Retail Petra
Eckhardt-Koestler.
Generally speaking, the trends for 2018 are frameless
sunglasses in diverse colours and retro models for
optical frames. Rodenstock’s Mix Your Style frameless

FRAAS has strong seasonal collections
backed by strong POS concepts and a
global logistical set-up.

sunglasses suit this perfectly, available in four different
lens shades and multiple colours. The 1980s-inspired
Supersonic collection is also one to watch, with its
coated stainless steel frames, slightly mirrored lenses
and distinctive shape.
“Male consumers are looking for something stylish
whilst lightweight, a combination of technological
innovation, outstanding design and high quality,”
says Eckhardt-Koestler. “A good example of this is
the Porsche Design Laser Cut (P’8663) that combines
technological innovation and functional design.”
Marcolin (Level 1/1-S20) has more than 1,000 POS in
travel retail worldwide with nine brands and a target
to increase this to 1,500 in 2018. “In Asia Pacific, we
achieved strong double-digit growth in 2017 with +150
POS, and we aim to increase this by 30 in 2018,” says
Global Channels Director Alessandro Bubola. “We are
targeting the right customer profiles with the right
assortment and pricing, focusing on brands like Tom
Ford, Ermenegildo Zegna, Moncler, Guess and Swarovski
in Asia Pacific.”

The way we shop

04

Singapore
Swing Party
Last night at the
JW Marriott Hotel

06

Fashion &
Accessories
The style set

11

Exhibition news
Comprehensive
news from the
exhibition floor

Brands continue to see value in creating products
that are geared towards travellers’ needs.
“In terms of travel retail, the continuing trend is that
consumers want something different and unique,” says
Bonelli. “Paul & Shark meets this through our constant
attention to quality and advanced technologies.”
As a case in point, its patented Typhoon treatment
guarantees high waterproof and windproof
performance in all weather conditions, thanks to an
ultra-soft membrane that prevents drops of water from
penetrating the fabric. “Another example is our travel
collection of clothing designed to ensure maximum
comfort when travelling,” says Bonelli.

Paul & Shark is showcasing its FW18 collection
along with highlights from its current SS18 offer.

Monday
7 May 2018

Zamora Company
is unveiling its
first-ever limitededition bottle for
Villa Massa – its
premium limoncello.
The new packaging,
available in domestic
and travel retail
markets around
the world from this
month, celebrates
The Italian Golden
Age, La Dolce Vita.
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Marcolin is showcasing the Tom Ford Autumn/
Winter 2018-2019 Eyewear Collection, which is
characterised by vintage-inspired sunglasses
and eyeglasses with large shapes and extra
thick rims. Style FT0630 has a wraparound
acetate frame with a ‘T’ logo on the front.

Thursday May 10
Fashion Goods – Clothes,
Leather, Eyewear
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Loch Lomond Group
Basement 2 2-B14
Who are you?

The Loch Lomond Group is an independent distiller
and blender of some of the finest and rarest Scotch
whiskies. Since 2014, the company has undertaken
an extensive review of the stock and branding under
its stewardship and have invested heavily in creating
new Scotch whisky ranges for the global travel retail
(GTR) channel originally launched in early 2017 from
both Loch Lomond and Glen Scotia Distilleries.

T F WA
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Mirror
on the wall

Disaronno wears Missoni has already
proved to be another winning collaboration
with excellent sell-through wherever it has
been listed in travel retail.

Whyte & Mackay, now whisky partner of
Emirates, will see The Dalmore King
Alexander III being poured for First Class
travellers onboard the airline’s flights.

“Since the dawn of civilisation, mankind has felt a
profound need to gather together, to interact, to share.
Share emotions. Share experiences. Share secrets. Or
simply share special moments. Glen Moray Single Malt
Scotch Whisky has retained this ancient memory,” says
Laure Habbouse, International Marketing Team Leader,
Bardinet (Basement 2/2-L2), highlighting how Glen
Moray Single Malt Scotch Whisky is “a whisky of great
warmth and generosity, yet one that is finely-crafted
for impeccable quality” and also “a whisky that brings
people together, fosters conviviality and celebrates
sharing.” The brand Glen Moray most recently began
its first major international communication campaign
#Share, which has been “designed to promote the values
of authenticity and human relationships”.
Zamora’s Goh takes a similar line when describing the
brands that are being showcased at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference, noting provenance to anchor
each drink with the hallmarks of authenticity and
meaningfulness. “The flagship brand is Licor 43, which
was first produced in 1924. It will be present with Licor 43
Original, Licor 43 Orochata, and the newest member of the
family – Licor 43 Baristo, as well as the Martin Miller’s Gin
portfolio, which consists of three SKUs,” Goh explains. He
adds that “Martin Miller’s Gin was created in 1999 and it
is then blended to strength using Icelandic spring water”,
while highlighting that “Martin Miller’s Westbourne
Strength was a response to requests by mixologists for a
version of Martin Miller’s Gin that would give a more ‘old
school’ authenticity to their classic repertoire of cocktails
and help them create more complex, fully-flavoured
inventions”, and “lastly there is Martin Millers’s 9 Moons, a
single cask aged gin, from a single new Bourbon oak cask”.
In Singapore, that excitement continues with the
introduction of the third in the Glenfiddich Experimental
Series: Glenfiddich Winter Storm, a single malt whisky
finished in Canadian icewine casks. “WGS has teamed up

with Peller Estate winery in Niagara to create a 21-yearold whisky finished in French oak icewine casks,” says Ed
Cottrell, Managing Director Global Travel Retail, William
Grant & Sons (Basement 2/2-N19), explaining that “the
resulting Winter Storm is a short, crisp premium liquid
imbued with a unique layer of sweetness and complexity”.
Also being highlighted in Singapore is Glenfiddich Cask
Collection Finest Solera, “the first in a series of rare whisky
expressions by Glenfiddich developed in collaboration
with Baccarat – world-famous manufacturer of the finest
crystal glassware,” explains Cottrell, adding all of the
brand’s premium credentials that are evident at the show:
“Exclusive to GTR, Finest Solera is presented in a unique,
hand-blown, numbered and signed Baccarat decanter;
the stunning presentation of the whisky matching the
exceptional flavour profile of this superlative single malt.”
Zamora Company is also unveiling its firstever limited-edition bottle for Villa Massa – its
premium limoncello. “The new packaging, available in
domestic and travel retail markets around the
world from this month, celebrates The Italian Golden
Age, La Dolce Vita,” says Antony Kime, International
Director Global Duty Free, Zamora Company. “Villa
Massa Edizione Speciale La Dolce Vita has a vibrant
design, inspired by the dolce vita era. The premium
packaging portrays a relaxed, pleasure-filled Italian
lifestyle and mirrors the quality of the liqueur itself.”
For extra provenance and heritage merit, “the Massa
family crest is emblazoned on the front of the bottle,”
Kime adds.
From Loch Lomond Group (Basement 2/2-B14), an
independent distiller and blender of some of the finest and
rarest Scotch whiskies, visitors to the show can see the GTR
Scotch whisky ranges from Loch Lomond in the Highlands
and Glen Scotia in Campbeltown. “We will also be sharing
the latest new product release in the Asia region, which
will be our travel retail exclusive, Loch Lomond Inchmoan

atural beauty products are nothing new, but
people are becoming increasingly selective
about the skincare and cosmetics brands they use,
and this may even be changing the way they shop.
“A focus on health today isn’t confined to what
consumers put in their bodies. Now, we’re just as aware
of what we put on our bodies. But, the ways in which
shoppers are looking for more natural beauty products
is already evolving,” says Natalie Ohayon, International
Key Account Manager, AHAVA (Level 1/P7). “And what
‘natural’ means to one shopper may be very different to
what it means to another. For instance, 45% of female
facial skincare users in China plan to use products
made with natural herbs/plant ingredients more
often to improve their skin.”
As the only authorised cosmetics factory that is
physically located in the Dead Sea area, AHAVA is a
leading brand in mineral skincare, backed by 30 years’
research and development. It is planning a multimillion-dollar media campaign in the US this year that’s

N

The seven expressions contained in the GTR
range are a perfect example of the innovation and
craft involved in the Scotch whisky styles of the
Loch Lomond and Glen Scotia Distilleries and gives
consumers something new to discover from the
Highlands and Campbeltown regions of Scotland. We
are looking to introduce these stories of real craft
to more global consumers through our travel retail
specific range for Loch Lomond and Glen Scotia
scotch whiskies.

MEADFA
Conference

Monday October 01
Fragrances, Skincare, Cosmetics

Why exhibit now?

Bringing together industry
leaders from the Middle
East and Africa

18

TFWA Digital
Village
Reports on the
latest digital
innovations

22

Exhibiton news
Expert DJs
and a 60themed lounge

Firstly, we want to share the latest new product
releases in the Asia region which will be our travel
retail exclusive Loch Lomond Inchmoan 10 years old
single malt scotch whisky, representing the “Island
of Peat”. We are also keen to share the news of our
recently agreed and prestigious five-year partnership
with The Open, golf’s original championship for
the Loch Lomond Whiskies brand. It also means the
distiller’s innovative and exciting range of single
malts will become “The Spirit of The Open”.

32

New products
preview
Showcasing
the latest
launches

What are your objectives?

34

New products
preview
The latest
launches

The aim for the Loch Lomond Group at TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition & Conference will be to showcase
our Scotch whisky brands through our distribution
partners, MG Cellars. We are looking to continue
to build the distribution of our brands throughout
the region and work with retailers to have the
opportunity to drive rotation and trial, to convey
the brand stories to consumers and highlight the
provenance of both Loch Lomond and Glen Scotia
scotch whisky brands.

Sponsored by:

What is your USP?

Both Loch Lomond and Glen Scotia scotch whisky
brands have real heritage since 1814, innovation in
their unique distillation processes and artisanship
behind the liquid in the bottle.

A desire to slow down the
pace and discover beauty
brands that offer time for
calm reflection is something
suppliers in travel retail
are leveraging to their
advantage. By Faye Bartle

expected to drive significant growth in both its online
and bricks and mortar channels. This year also sees the
launch of its super luxury sub brand, Lumior by AHAVA,
which encompasses a lifestyle assessment, expert
personalised support and formulations created around
nature. This will be sold in luxury concept stores located
in prestige shopping areas, managed by franchisees.
“The Dead Sea has always been linked to the health
of the skin and beauty, and in today's world when
consumers are constantly seeking a trustworthy ‘reason
to believe’, they are appreciative to discover a brand like
AHAVA,” says Ohayon.
The bestselling products belong to the face category,
with the skin firming and wrinkle targeting EXTREME
line topping the list. The OSMOTER SuperSerums, which
launched in 2013, and the bodycare line, including the
bestselling hand cream collection (one is sold every 10
seconds around the world), are also driving growth.
“Asia Pacific clearly dominated the market in
2017,” says Ohayon, which is the same year that the

Banyan Tree offers its bestsellers in
compact travel sizes, including
aromatherapy essentials such as
candles, perfume oils and
aromatherapy balms, designed to keep
people feeling rejuvenated and
refreshed during their travels.
brand launched in China. Today, AHAVA products can
be found on e-commerce websites such as WeChat,
Taobao, T-Mall Global and others, with a shop in K-11
and a presence in upscale hotels, including Atlantis
Sanya. “A high proportion of the elderly and young
population, coupled with more women entering
the workplace is majorly propelling the beauty and
personal care products market in this region. The
awareness of personal appearance, increased focus
on personal care and rise in disposable income are
also several factors that are driving growth.”
“One of the rising beauty trends in the region is

Haribo is adding Peaches, Phantasia and
Tropifrutti to its range of resealable
pouches, which are being showcased at
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference.
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Rodenstock

Yohji Yamamoto
Parfums

Basement 2 2-J13

Level 1 1-N12

Who are you?

Founded in 1877 with headquarters in Munich,
Rodenstock is represented in more than 85 countries
with sales subsidiaries and distribution partners.
Germany’s leading manufacturer of lenses and
frames, it offers premium competence brands such
as Rodenstock, rocco by Rodenstock and the license
brand Porsche Design.

Who buys your products?

With Porsche Design we are targeting the higher
spending business and leisure traveller. The Porsche
Design man has a high interest in design & lifestyle,
implicit luxury & experience. With Rodenstock we are
targeting travellers – men and women – looking for
technologically demanding products of exceptional
quality and style.

Why exhibit now?

Rodenstock is seeing excellent growth in domestic
markets globally in Asia, the Middle East and Eastern
Europe. These markets are also a priority for us in
travel retail for 2018, along with North America, and
we are totally committed to developing this channel
with an extended global travel retail team based in
Munich and a TFWA membership.

What are your objectives?

To meet our existing customers in the region
but also to introduce Porsche Design Eyewear
and Rodenstock to potential new partners for us.
Rodenstock is a new brand for travel retail but we
think it sits very well alongside Porsche Design.

What is your USP?

Being a global player in the luxury accessories
world with its sunglasses and readers collections,
Rodenstock further leverages the images of top
retail multibrand POS (point of sale) and offers
best performance in store. In addition, competent
eyewear sales training for sales staff, promotions for
consumers, special TR promotions as well as a variety
of social media campaigns help to attract clients and
support growth of GTR.
In terms of our core brand – Porsche Design
Eyewear, the models include the limited edition Iconic
Laser Cut model and the dynamic Ti-Namic line. The
Laser Cut has a 100% titanium frame with laser cutout in the side pieces, while Ti-Namic has titanium
temples that resemble the side air intakes of sports
cars – made possible using a 3D pressing process.

Who are you?

New to the travel retail market, Galler has
focused on developing dedicated packaging,
such as its range of 12 mini bars.

Munz is adding a Butterfly
to its Kids Line, exclusively
for travel retail.

changing dynamics of the Chinese travellers as they
seek more excitement in the product offerings, but I am
optimistic as a whole because of the generally positive
economic outlook.”
As Femke Van Veen, the group’s GTR Marketing
Manager, puts it: “For years [travel retail] has been a
nice side business for our company, but with the steep
growth we have shown, it now gets the attention and
importance that the channel deserves”. Van Veen says
that, as the company saw growth declining, it switched
tactics from an ‘innovative’ to a ‘back to basics’ style.
Elisa Fontana, Travel Retail Marketing Manager,
Haribo (Basement 2 C28), says its “range appeals to
all ages, both sexes and all nationalities, with halal
and FDA-compliant items as required and special
assortments to suit different markets like liquorice for
Scandinavia”. It offers “cute” items for gift-seekers, as
well as treats for self-indulgers and snackers.

measures 80cm x 80cm and a prototype will be on stand
in Singapore. The firm also creates bespoke stands to
meet customer specifications, such as the Dhow Boat
display for the new airport in Muscat, or portable
Carousel display for Paris-CDG Airport. “The great
advantage we have in our channel is the fact that people
actually need to be present at the airport and have
time to stroll around. Creating a brand or multisensory
experience is getting even more important. It will be
less about buying the product (because it is cheaper or
exclusive) and more about buying the experience,” says
Van Veen.
A number of confectionery producers are relatively
new to the Asian market, or to travel retail. TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition & Conference allows them to turn
the spotlight on their business and ramp up contact
with distributors, or as India’s Choko La (Basement 2
J2) describes it, to “get more eyeballs from the right
audience”. COO Vibhu Mahajan says Choko La’s focus
for 2018 is to partner with more duty free operators
across the globe, with the end goal of “putting India on
the world map of chocolatiers”. With this in mind, it has
launched its ‘Sweet Memories of India’ collection, an
amalgamation of Indian flavours infused with dark and
milk chocolate.
Marcel Koller, Export Manager, Maestrani (Basement
2 A3), owner of the Munz brand, explains that the
company will use TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference to connect with sales partners. “As a relative
latecomer to the travel retail business, we still have
ample room for distribution expansion. Wherever our
products are prominently displayed, the figures are
excellent and driving growth.”

I.F.D Fragrance Distribution Co. Ltd is official Yohji Connecting with consumers

Yamamoto licensee and it is a part of ALKOR GROUP, “Travellers need to be attracted into stores and
the biggest beauty retailer and distributor in Russia. turned into shoppers. This requires engagement beyond
It’s an honour and privilege to be able to touch a
the simple presence and visibility of brands” – these
legacy of a great man, a legend, and cater our best to words of wisdom are from Jaya Singh, Managing
make our products 100% true to Yohji’s DNA.
Director, Mondelez World Travel Retail (Basement 2
J26). He says that while traditional in-store sampling
Who buys your products?
is still key to driving footfall, digital engagement is key.
Our customer is a rebel, a person who is able
“We learnt from our #TravelwithOreo campaign that
not just to follow trends, but set the trends. The
shareable experiences can be more effective conversion
core values of few are now becoming the values of tools than sampling: more than half of shoppers who
an entire generation – generation Y – people who took selfies with the Oreo mascot or available fun props
question the tradition, search for the new and
made a purchase – a conversion rate which is higher
listen to themselves. Just as with Yohji Yamamoto than what was observed for sampling alone.”
clothes, our customer ends up being in love with the Singh also says Mondelez is rolling out a new digital
brand after the years of self-searching. We hope to strategy in order to connect with “next-gen travellers
become that ultimate perfumery brand for people – those who are highly connected, tech-savvy and
who have tried it all and didn’t find themselves in frequent travellers, with a strong desire for bespoke
mainstream prestige.
experiences and shareable moments”. The approach

Self-treating

will focus on “digital in-store engagement, online
Why exhibit now?
communications and e-commerce”.
We are proud to present first international launch Brand experience is very important. “Of the 44%
since the change of ownership and re-connect with of passengers that enter a duty free store, only 17%
top industry players.
of those visit the confectionery aisle and only 12% of

those make a purchase,” says Peter Zehnder, Head
What are your objectives?
of the LINDT Global Duty Free Division (Basement 2
We consider Asia Pacific crucial as the following H2). “There is much to do to increase the appeal of the
and the brand awareness here is incredible. TFWA confectionery aisle in duty free.”
Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference is a leading show He cites a few examples of recent successful
in the industry to reach out to operators, distributorspassenger engagement, such as the global launch of
and retailers in the named region.
Dufry Exclusive Strawberry Edition, the pre-launch

Mondelez World
Travel Retail is
presenting Oreo
Choc’o Brownie and
Peanut Butter 308g
– two exciting new
flavours from the
world’s number one
biscuit brand, packed
together in a travel
retail exclusive box.

of the LINDT Travel Souvenir Edition with Dubai Duty
What is your USP?
Free, the activation of the Naps Destination Stickers
Yohji Yamamoto Parfums is a reflection of Global worldwide, the giant Easter LINDT Gold Bunny at Zurich
Yamamoto Brand transformed into perfumery world.Airport, and the worldwide launch of LINDT Coconut
It is a combination of revolutionary approach and Edition. Its most recent is the Pick n’ Mix Pop Up at
avant-garde thinking, the world of Yohji Yamamoto Zurich Airport, which is still currently running.
that found its completion in the olfactory realm
PVM has developed a new 360-degree visibility
through signature fragrances.
display, which will carry all of its best performing ‘must
have’ items and new products. Its new suitcase display

Travellers are increasingly looking to buy sweets and
chocolate for themselves on their journeys, which has
created a gap in the market. Mars International Travel
Retail (Basement 2 K28) cites its own research, which
shows that “45% of consumers want to purchase for
themselves in an environment where only 10% of the
portfolio answers that need”, says Mark van Rijn, Trade
Marketing Manager.
While gifting is important and has always been a
major driver in the confectionery category, van Rijn
comments that it is over-represented in travel retail
with 40% of the portfolio in the sector, but only being
required by 20% of travellers. “Pack formats for sharing
are the key driver of the category, currently represented
by 50% of the portfolio offered and demanded by 35% of
travellers. Brands must provide products that deliver
across consumer need-states and price levels.”
Ricola (Basement 2 H6) is also upping its focus on the
self-purchase market, with new travel retail exclusives
based around pocket-sized packaging, which Andreas
Reckart, Head of Travel Retail & Middle East, explains is
“perfect for impulse purchasing and offering excellent
retail margins”.
The new concepts include a checkout item for

Tuesday October 02
Liquor and Tobacco

Thursday October 04
Chocolates & Confectionery
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As TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference begins, we highlight a selection of brands either debuting or
returning after a short absence, determined to make their big breakthrough in this diverse region.
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Wednesday May 09
Jewellery and Watches
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Wednesday October 03
Jewellery and Watches

Capella Industries is showcasing the
Lambretta Volta 39 – a new vintage-inspired
men’s watch with extreme attention to detail:
slim case, dome-shaped glass, and slightly
curved dial. It is also launching a brand new
minimalistic feminine design named Mia 34
sports – an ultra-thin and sleek case, matched
with stunning Italian leather straps and
elegant Milanese mesh bracelets.

Tu e s d a y
8 May 2018
T F WA
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From Loch Lomond Group, an independent
distiller and blender of some of the finest
and rarest Scotch whiskies, visitors to the
show will see the latest new product
release in the Asia region – the travel
retail exclusive Loch Lomond Inchmoan
10yo Single Malt Scotch whisky.

spirited
49

Saturday & Sunday September 29/30
Arrivals issue
Fashion Goods – Clothes, Leather, Eyewear.
Contains essential show information
with full exhibitor list, events schedule
and floor plan

Who buys your products?

Crafting a

Wine & spirits
Special reports
inside

together across the Americas. Other recent notable
successes include gaining a first-time presence in the
Middle East with Dubai Duty Free and DFS and in Hong
Kong with DFS.
“The Asian market for cosmetics is booming,” says
Ebbutt. “I haven’t seen the full 2017 global travel retail
sales results from Generation, but the region already
accounts for over 50% of global travel retail beauty
sales so the challenges are also about meeting demand
and expectations. Regional skincare brands dominate

daily

25

Tu e s d a y
8 May 2018
T F WA

Jessica Mason explores
the way that spirits
have adapted to reflect
the growing craft
trend and how they
are repositioned to
appeal to consumers
not just through
being impressive, but
showing how and
why they are in their
descriptive marketing.

25

As a newcomer to the global duty free market,
Dr.Jart+ is figuring out its next move. “The needs
of customers for each channel are expected to be
different,” says Song. “For example, since consumers
at duty free shops in the city centre seek value more
than easy-to-carry sizes, jumbo-sized products with
guaranteed savings will be preferred. On the other
hand, consumers at airport duty free shops will look
for more compact-sized products for gifts.”
Rituals has just signed with Essence Corp to work

T F WA
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New & returning
exhibitors
Debuting in
Asia Pacific

Underscoring the dedication to nature, Banyan
Tree is promoting a variety of extras to its customers.
“Consumers are looking to infuse more self-care in
their daily routines and cultivating a more mindful
lifestyle beyond just looking for products that
solve their skincare needs,” says Teo. “This mindset
motivates them to choose products that not only
pamper their skin in their desired ways, but also serve
to unwind and reconnect with themselves amid the
daily stress of hectic life.”
One of the strategies for customer retention is
rewarding purchases through a reward system that
invites them to enjoy other services at Banyan Tree.
“We also seek to enhance our products by offering
our customers a more personalised service such as
giftwrapping,” says Teo. “Our collapsible gift boxes are
handmade with mulberry papers and our fabric wraps
are recycled from plastic bottles. We wrap our gifts in
the furoshiki-style using the elegant multi-functional
fabric wraps, which our customers can also use as a
pretty scarf or headband.”
Consistency offers a sense of security.
“While the brand message is uniform throughout
the world, as we maintain one marketing language,
we convey it in a different way between the different
channels of distribution in order to better reach the
consumers,” says Ohayon. “The message is always
about who we are, what is our expertise and what
we do best: AHAVA brand is the definitive Dead Sea
Mineral beauty expert. In our Israel chain store we
host a wide range of tourists from all over the world.
There, we have created more than just a shopping
space, but rather translated the Dead Sea benefits
into an in-store sensory experience, combining ‘show
and tell’ presentations, audio and video accessories
to demonstrate the natural powers of the Dead Sea
elements, which we combine in our products.”
Chantecaille (Basement 2/B16) is
presenting its new Gold Recovery
Mask, which is infused with 24k gold
and powerful firming ingredients
that fight inflammation and repair
damage, leaving the skin
transformed and radiant.

T F WA
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Rituals says well-trained and motivated
store staff with knowledge of and passion
for the products, as well as an ability to
communicate it, is of key importance. The
company added a dedicated travel retail
trainer to its expanding travel retail team
at the start of the year.

Change
I

Show Preview issue
New products and launches. Includes New Products Supplement.
Direct mailing to buyers, retailers and exhibitors in mid-September
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No-one can rest on their
laurels in the ever-changing
world of confectionery – keep
your eyes peeled for more
dark chocolate, untapped
potential in the self-treating
category, Asian-inspired
flavours and how to engage
with consumers in an
increasingly digital age.
2018’s TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference will
showcase how top brands are
leveraging the latest trends,
expanding into new markets
and growing their sales.
By Gemma McKenna
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Here we highlight a selection of the major brands either exhibiting for the first time at TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference or returning after a short absence, all eager to embrace the opportunities in this dynamic region.

The children’s market now
covers a very broad range
of product types to meet
genders, age ranges and
individual preferences. Marta
Dimitrova explores the latest
trend-setting products in
the sector, where innovation
meets tradition.

Strong demand for plush

Aurora World (Basement 2/G6), a global leader
in plush toys and high-quality gift products, and
a respected leader in the character and content
industry, offers an extensive range of branded
and licensed products for children and adults.
“We have unique licensed brands that are not
available from any other supplier, such as YooHoo &
Friends and Tokidoki, but we are also highly flexible
and can create bespoke lines to meet individual
retailer’s requirements,” says Garry Stoner, Sales
Manager, Aurora Travel Retail. “We are world
leaders in our product development capability,
which enables us to keep our assortment up-to-date
and on-trend – very often leading the field in new
product innovation.”
Indeed, the brand offers a comprehensive
collection of delightful products that suit the
everyday purchase. It offers a selection designed
specifically to maximise sales at key times of the
year, such as Christmas, Valentine’s Day, Easter,
and Mother’s Day. However, Stoner ¬explains:
“There are trends that come and go, for example
licensed merchandise is strongly affected by film
releases, a particular product could sell well one
year then the following year fall off a cliff as the
film is no longer showing and the consumer has
moved on to the latest release. Whatever the trends
may be, there remains a demand for plush – which
appeals to children (and adults) of all ages
and genders.”
In terms of innovation, the company is constantly
developing softer, more ‘feel-good’ fabrics, while
it also has an increasing number of products that
talk, move or make animal noises.
Stoner believes that: “Technology will continue
to play its part in the development of the kids
sector, however we see plush as a more traditional
– back-to-roots type of purchase that will continue
to take an increased share of the kids sector by
representing good value and longevity after purchase
and, of course, they have a very wide appeal to all
nationalities, genders, age groups.”
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LEGO focuses on
ensuring that families
travelling with children
get the opportunity to
engage with the brand
by providing a fun and
hands-on experience instore. The company has
installed a fun and
engaging activity –
‘Minifigure Me’ – in its
two Copenhagen Airport
stores, where both kids
and adults can figure out
which minifigure they
are by scanning their
hand on the stand.
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Thule Group
Basement 2/2-N29

Aurora World
recognises the
everlasting demand for
plush toys, whatever
the latest trends may
be. At TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition &
Conference the brand
showcases its latest
Sparkle Tales
collection, which
focuses on unicorns
and other mythical
creatures, that have
proved very popular,
using new super
soft fabrics with
sparkle accents.

Gifting is crucial

Apple Beauty (Level 1/Q17) is recognising gifting as
a remaining trend.
“Gifting is crucial, anything we do focuses on being
the best gift,” explains Antonio Lemma, General
Manager, Apple Beauty. “The fragrance note by itself is
also important, but more relevant is the gifting part and
the perceived and practical value you give.”
Apple Beauty’s main target audience Apple
Beauty’s main target audience is children older than
five years, as well as teenagers. However, the main
focus falls on the parent’s sensibility. Apple Beauty
sells its products at places where parents shop, and
it strives to produce quality products that meet their
expectations. For the brand, travel retail is only a
small portion of its sales, however Lemma says it is

“the best window for the products”.
He adds: “We are into licensing products where so
many players have the same brands to offer, so what we
have to do to be unique is invest on new custom design,
outstanding quality, best usage of the packaging that
always becomes a toy for the child.
“The real difference is the high quality, the exclusive
custom design, the attention to make every part of the
product become useful for the consumer and the fact
that we produce in the US.”

Educational fun

“What we have to offer is a perfect match, as LEGO
play enables children to have fun while playing and spend
hours on building,” explains Lise Dydensborg, Travel
Retail Marketing Manager, LEGO (Basement 2/G28).
With this in mind, the company comes to TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition & Conference with a range of new and
exciting products. One of the highlights is the new LEGO
NINJAGO Spinners, where kids can learn about different
minifigure spinning, rolling and jumping techniques and
tougher skills using the included rack as an obstacle.
LEGO’s main target audience is the shopper looking
for a great gift to bring home to their children. “The
vast majority of travel retail LEGO purchases are
made without the child. We need to take this into
consideration when we make our communication and
product offering to the shopper. It has to be easy for
the parent or grandparent to find just the right gift.”
Dydensborg continues: “For some airports which have
a more touristic profile and thus serve more families,
we aim to have an engaging and fun element for the
children, so that they can play while their parents shop.”
The company has, in fact, installed a fun and
engaging activity – ‘Minifigure Me’ – in its two
Copenhagen Airport stores, where both kids and
adults can figure out which minifigure they are
by scanning their hand on the stand.

Who are you?

The Thule Group was established in 1942. The main
brands under Thule Group are: THULE (bike & roof
rack, roof boxes, bags and child carriers) – number 1
Sweden outdoor brand, and CASE LOGIC – leading US
backpack brand.
We are the global market leader in a number of
product categories, such as sport & cargo carriers
for the car, camera bags, and multi-functional child
carriers. We also have a truly global reach, with Thule
Group products in every corner of the world.

Who buys your products?

The THULE backpack and luggage collection is
fit for both males and females. Typically, lifestyle
travellers aged around 20-40 will buy our products.
Our target audience is active people who want to
travel in style.

Why exhibit now?

TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference will
be a great exposure platform for us, as we actively
expand in travel retail. During the show, we will have
meetings with existing and potential customers to
introduce our brands and discuss potential business
opportunities in travel retail. On Wednesday 9 May,
we will have a small launch event for the first THULE
hard case collection – Revolve.
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THULE helps you transport anything you care for
safely, easily and in style, so that you are free to live
your active life. We believe in the value of an active
life – whether you’re in the city or the great outdoors.
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Lladró
Basement 2/2-G12
Who are you?

Established in 1953, Lladró is a worldwide leader
in the design, manufacturing and distribution of
an extensive range of artistic porcelain creations.
Ranging from sculpture and lighting to home
accessories and jewellery, Lladró porcelain pieces
embody a contemporary, elegant and exclusive
lifestyle. High quality works entirely handcrafted in
Valencia, at the only Lladró factory in the world.

Who buys your products?

Through a selected network of own boutiques in
the world’s major cities, and around 1,000 authorised
dealers, we arrive to a wide spectrum of clients from
all over the world.
Japan, USA, India, and Russia are, among others,
our most important markets where clients are looking
for original designs, made in porcelain, sometimes
functional such as lighting or home accessories, but
always emotional pieces of art – all made following
unique craft processes.

Why exhibit now?

We have an ambitious long-term plan of new
products – many of them will fit into travel retail
operators’ need of additional offers. We will adjust
distribution and investment efforts on travel retail
to the arrival of these works. We are not in a hurry.
The first step is to partner with the right retailers –
companies that help us learn and grow with them.

What are your objectives?

In general, we trust in constant medium-term
growth in the Asian market. Both in local and travel
retail environments, the potential audience for the
new Lladró Lights & Scents concept is huge. The
better channel to connect with them will probably
be selected retail at airports. We also look closely to
cruises future business performance.

What is your USP?

Along with the new range of products, we will
unveil an innovative display system that balances
floor profitability with the passengers’ emotional
shopping experience, even in multi-brand spaces. It
will allow operators to incorporate an additional offer
and category to their portfolio.

AHAVA Dead Sea
Laboratories
Level 1/1-P7
Who are you?

Founded in 1988, AHAVA Dead Sea Laboratories
is driven by a deep passion to unearth the secrets
of the revitalising effects of minerals on the skin.
The only cosmetics company indigenous to the
Dead Sea region, it employs a truly unique scientific
approach in its environmentally-conscious research
activities. Over the years, this has culminated in the
development of a series of premier skincare product
lines, renowned internationally for their superior
efficacy. AHAVA harvests and formulates the rich
natural resources of this magical region in strict
compliance with recognised international standards.

Who buys your products?

AHAVA targets women who are not willing to
compromise on the quality of their skincare. Women
who are seeking natural, efficient and clinically
proven skincare products. Women who want strong
healthy skin.

Why exhibit now?

For the past eight years, we have been exhibiting
at TFWA World Exhibition & Conference, where we
have exposed our brand to many potential partners in
travel retail. We’ve found great partners with whom
we’ve grown our brand around the world. Therefore,
we’ve decided to exhibit at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference, and hope to achieve the
same success. We believe we can successfully create
new partnerships during the show and expand our
brand in this region.

What are your objectives?

We would like to find potential distributors in Asia
Pacific and Australia, connect with inflight companies
(for both airline amenities and onboard duty free) and
meet airport duty free companies.

What is your USP?

This year we are honoured to feature a focus on
natural Dead Sea mud, which is part of the DNA of our
brand. The Dead Sea, a geographical wonder, contains
the most mineral-rich mud on Earth, containing many
skin-benefiting properties including detoxification,
deep hydration and proven smoothing effects (as well
as UV protection). We are the only cosmetics provider
licensed by the state of Israel to sustainably source
this ‘black gold’.
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